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Forthcoming Meetings
January 4th 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

January 11th 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

January 18th 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

January 25th 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

February 1st 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

February 8th 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

February 15th 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

February 22nd 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

March 1st 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

March 8th 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

March 15th 2021

*** ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2021 ? ***

March 22nd 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

March 29th 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm

April 5th 2021

Club Net: 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video. 8pm
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Editor's Comment
It has come to my attention that Steven Smith recently passed his Foundation licence
exam and has received the callsign M7VIN. So, congratulations to Steve on his amateur
radio journey.
So, we begin a new decade still in the grip of the Covid-19 pestilence, but with hope of a
return to some form of normality with the introduction of a, hopefully effective, vaccine to
eradicate or control the virus. With a little luck, we may be able to resume Club meetings,
most likely with safety distancing or whatever recommendations are in force during the
coming months. Undoubtedly, we will discover what the situation demands as time goes
on.
I hope you found the Q Code quiz interesting in last month's issue. The answers are in this
issue. We have a Pot Pourri Trivia Quiz, this month, with the answers in the next issue.
Please remember, if you do an internet search for the answers, you are only cheating
yourself!
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Peter Hamblett G0TKT - Silent Key
During the Society net on the 30 th November, I found out that Peter Hamblett G0TKT had
passed away. Peter was a member of our Society many years ago and was a regular
member of the National Field Day team. In those days his call sign was G8AAL.
He was from Stourbridge, but recently was in a care home in Stourport On Severn.
Whilst walking on the 12th he had a Heart attack and fell into the Staffordshire &
Worcestershire Canal near Lower Mitton bridge. The emergency services were called, but
he could not be resuscitated.
His funeral was on the 11th December at Wyre Forest Crematorium, with a Service at New
Road Methodist Church, Stourbridge.
He is the one wearing spectacles in the pictures.
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Here are a couple of pictures from Geoff G0KVK of a stand he made for the Yaesu FT817 and LDG Z817 Autotuner. He then changed the radio room around, so had to make a
smaller one!

Thank you to my contributors to Starlite during 2020.
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Pot Pourri Trivia Quiz
Related to unbalanced line, what do the letters RG mean?
1. Radio Guide
2. Retro Grade
3. Radio Gear
4. Romeo Guierrmo
Who designed the Yagi antenna?
1. Shintaro Uda
2. Yagi & Uda
3. Hidetsugu Yagi
4. Hiram Piercy
True or false. Solar cycles are referred to as long or short?
1. True
2. False
What is the distance in miles around the earth at the Equator?
1. 5,280
2. 120,252
3. 101 million
4. 29,901
When was Radio Shack founded?
1. 1921
2. 1947
3. 1979
4. 1969
What instrument did Bob Heil K9EID learn at a young age, which led to his interest in
radio?
1. Xylophone
2. Accordion
3. Organ
4. Guitar
On New Year's Eve, which ARRL event occurs?
1. SSB Night, only using the WARC bands
2. Digital Night, using any digital mode
3. CW Straight Key Night
4. SSB Night, using SSB on 10 – 80 metres
The answers will come next month.
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Last Month's Q Code Trivia Quiz – Answers
QRZ?

3. Who is calling me?

QRM?

3. Is my transmission being interfered with?

QRT?

3. Shall I stop sending?

QRV?

2. Are you ready?

QSY?

1. Should I change transmission to another frequency? If so, which one?

QRU?

4. Have you anything for me?

QRH?

1. Does my frequency vary?

QSL?

3. Can you acknowledge receipt?

QRS?

4. Shall I send slower?

QRL?

3. Are you busy?

QLF?

Are you sending Morse code with your left foot?
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N3OX "Stealth" Multi-band Vertical
I traded lawn mowing for antenna permission at the house I'm renting now, but since I don't own
the place, I'm not able to install big, heavy, or very permanent antennas. Despite the practical
restrictions, I wanted to have a vertical for 40m and 80m as we slide down to the sunspot
minimum. This is what I came up with, and got 60m and 30m essentially for free.

The 40 foot vertical in all its glory. The curve is due to heating on
side from the early morning sun.

one

I'd had good luck with my experiments with telescoping fiberglass fishing poles at the
apartment, so I started looking around for suitable wire antenna supports. As you can see
above, I've got no trees... at least none that are higher than about 15 feet. Honestly, I started
planning this thing before I was absolutely sure I was going to be *allowed* anything, so I was
thinking true easy-up-easy-down stealth. The best I came up with was the 12m Spiderbeam
telescoping fiberglass pole. It seemed to have the most favorable dollars-to-height ratio that I
could find, and the reviews and description made it seem very sturdy. I wasn't disappointed.

The collapsed pole is under 4' tall
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The Spiderbeam pole is quite a bit more substantial than the fishing rod types that I'd used in
the past, but it's still light enough to take up and down in a minute and flexible and low windload
enough to use very light guys to keep it upright. I've never kept it up through winds more than
about 25 MPH, and I generally take it down when I'm not using it, but I think that bottom-section
guying is generally sufficient as long as you're not trying to keep it up in big storms. If I were
going to leave it up permanently, I'd build a better guy ring and get or make some clamps to
lock the pole in the extended position, as Spiderbeam suggests.

A base close up, showing base retainer and radiating
element and ground connectors

I expect that just allowing the base to sit on the ground and guying it would provide sufficent
friction to keep the thing from falling over, but I wanted something a little more positive. I drove
a spike through the center of a Radio Shack guy ring and set the pole on that. It's a good solid
fit to the pole and provides some peace of mind that the bottom won't kick out. I also used snap
rings to hold the guys, and all of this lets me take the pole down and take it inside when I'm
really not going to use it for a while. A piece of 14 gauge Flex-Weave wire is the actual radiating
element, and it's wrapped around a rubber grommet to make a quick attachment to the top of
the pole. Anderson Powerpoles are used to attach the wire and ground radials to the matching
network shed. I laid 27 18 gauge bare radials out to the edges of my backyard, which is about
40 feet square, give or take. This was the most labor intensive part of the project, even though I
just stapled the wires down to the grass.

A tiny L-network house
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Of course, a 40 foot element doesn't do you much good without some impedance matching. I
considered just putting the remote tuner from the apartment at the base of the pole and recording
tuner settings, but I like to have fast bandswitching on multiband antennas. If you've got a weather
hardened autotuner, just stick it at the bottom and go. I opted to roll my own L-networks and
switch between them. I ran a very simple EZNEC model that suggested I'd get good low angle
radiation up through 20m, but not above (the antenna's strongest lobes go at very high angles on
17 and up). I already had plans for a 20m antenna, so I decided I'd design matching networks for
80m, 60m, 40m, and 30m. I measured the base impedance of the antenna on each band using
my MFJ-259B and recorded those. I then checked it against the EZNEC model (just a 40 foot wire
connected to MININEC ground, very simple).
It turned out that the model agr quite well with my measurements if I added two feet to the model
wire. Fiberglass tends to have a pretty high dielectric constant (7 or 8) so I figure the wire apears
a few percent long due to proximity to the pole. Base impedances in hand, I used a program
by Reg Edwards, G4FGQ (SK) called L_TUNER to calculate the components I needed for the
matching networks. I used another of Reg's programs (SOLNOID_3) to calculate the physical
dimensions of all the inductors I needed. If you're just looking to copy the antenna, here's what I
used; it will get you in the ballpark: matching_networks.pdf

The 80m and 30m matching networks are mounted on the top
of a PC-board ground plane

The 80m coil is #10 AWG wound on a grooved form that I made on a lathe from a piece of 3.5"
PVC, but with some patience (and maybe some glue) you could just use a bare piece of pipe.
The 30m, 40m and 60m matching coils are air-wound self supporting and made of #10 wire.
Winding them on a 1.75" form and letting them spring out gets them very close to 2" diameter.
The 60m impedance was something like 30-j60, so I just used a series inductor to cancel the
reactance. For the 40m and 30m shunt elements, I used some variable capacitors I had in the
junkbox. I stretched and compressed the inductor for 60m until I got a match. On 40 and 30, I
just tweaked the capacitors for best mid-band SWR. On 30, 40 and 60, there's no problem
covering the entire band with a single setting.

The 40m L-network and 60m inductor are slung below
the ground plane.
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This isn't true on 80m, where the 2:1 SWR bandwidth of the antenna comes in around 70-80kHz.
Tap placement is critical on the 80m tapped-coil network (a two inductor L network!). I really had
to find the tap points experimentally to get a good match where I wanted. The antenna tap point
sets the resonant frequency, and the transmitter tap point sets the resistance at resonance.

Servo-controlled home-brew band switch

Since I couldn't cover the whole band on 80m, and I wanted to be able to work both CW and SSB
DX, I used two antenna-side taps, one that covers the low end of the band and one that is
centered on the SSB DX window. The final electrical touch was a remote band switch. 2P5T
relays are... in somewhat short supply, so I needed a homebrew solution. I subjected a two-pole
12-position ceramic wafer switch I had in the junk pile to the servo treatment I used on my remote
tuner. I pulled the spring loaded ball out so it would turn freely, and rigged up a gearmotor and
feedback pot as in the remote tuner. It would be possible to just leave the feedback out for this
project. Just use an especially slow gearmotor and use RX noise as a band indicator; it's pretty
obvious when you're on the right band. I had the servo box already, so I figured I'd use it.
I built the shelter for the networks out of cheap lumber, leftover paneling and aluminum flashing
for the roof. I haven't had any trouble even in frequent, soaking rain. I've had good results with
this antenna for DX work even at 100W. It makes me feel like a big gun on the lower bands,
especially compared to the 30 foot high horizontal doublet I was using at the apartment. The
Spiderbeam pole is about $100 from The Wireman; add in wire, an enclosure, a switch and
motor, a couple of new variable capacitors, guying materials, radial wire and other random stuff,
and you're probably looking at a total of $150-$250 depending on what you've already got and
whether or not you can get a deal on radial wire (I did). The pole can do multiple duty, though.
I'm also looking forward to taking the pole along for Field Day and other portable operations; it's
stiff enough to support a light wire inverted vee and some ladder line for a good portable
antenna.
Daniel S. Zimmerman, N3OX
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